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1 INTRODUCTION 

Purpose and Methodology 

1.1 This heritage statement assesses outline planning proposals for a housing development on 

land lying east of Church Lane and south of Mill Lane in the village of Goosnargh, near 

Preston. The site is relatively close to a number of designated and non-designated 

heritage assets, therefore care is needed to avoid harming the significance of these assets 

in line with the requirements of planning law and policy.  

1.2 As the proposals will not physically alter the assets, the specific issue at hand is whether 

the proposals will harm the assets’ significance by changing their setting, where setting is 

a definable contributor to significance. In this specific regard, the author of the heritage 

statement has collaborated with the designers of the development team to ensure 

significance is both understood and conserved from the outset. This approach has ensured 

successful results, as outlined later with the document. 

1.3 The statement assesses heritage significance and guides proposals for change in a manner 

that conserves significance and avoids harm. The approach adheres to the principle of 

managing change intelligently, which lies at the heart of national planning policy for 

conservation of the historic built environment. The methodology employed involves the 

following sequential steps: 

 Establish the nature of the proposed change(s), including the overall aim of the change 

and any emergent design proposals 

 Identify any designated and/or non-designated heritage assets potentially affected by 

proposals for change 

 Evaluate the heritage values and significances of the heritage assets, placing particular 

focus on values and significances that might be affected by the proposed change(s) 

 Produce a statement of significance which is to be used to guide the design of changes in 

a manner that places conservation of significance as a priority 

 Analyse the potential impact of the finalised design upon the significance(s) of the 

heritage asset(s) 

1.4 The statement has been prepared in accordance with the general guidelines set out in the 

Historic England publications ‘Informed Conservation’i and ‘Conservation Principles, 

Policies and Guidance’ii and in particular responds to heritage policies outlined in Chapter 

16 of the National Planning Policy Framework (DCLG, 2018). The legal context is set by 

the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act of 1990. Further guidance has 

been obtained from the following Historic England publications:  
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 GPA2 - Managing Significance in Decision-Taking in the Historic Environment (2015) 

 GPA3 - Setting and Views 

 Historic England Advice Notes (HEAN) 1-9  

1.5 The local heritage planning policy context is most specifically (but not solely) set out in 

‘Policy EN8 – Development and Heritage Assets’ of the Preston Local Plan 2012-2016. 

The Author 

1.6 Chris O'Flaherty, the author, is a Chartered Building Surveyor and professional                                                                            

member of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (MRICS). With a background in 

the recording, analysis and conservation of historic buildings, the author holds a Master’s 

Degree in Building Heritage and Conservation and specialises in heritage planning 

matters. 

Methods of Research and Investigation 

1.7 Inspections of the site were carried out in June 2018 to assess its physical nature. 

Background research has also been conducted to ascertain all relevant contextual matters 

appertaining to the proposals. In accordance with the NPPF, background research has 

been proportionate to the nature of the building/site, the proposed change(s) and the 

likely impact of the change(s).  
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2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Location 

2.1 The site is situated east of Church Lane and north of Mill Lane, on the eastern edge of 

Goosnargh. A site plan is shown below in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1) Site plan 

Outline Description & Historical Background 

2.2 The site is currently farmland belonging to Bushell’s House Farm. The access road to the 

farm leads south off Mill Lane next to the former Bushell’s Arms pub (recently converted 

into residential use). Historic mapping and tithe records show the land was being farmed 

during the mid C19th, and it has probably been used as farmland for many centuries, with 
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the name Goosnargh possibly derived from early Scandinavian settlement iii. 

2.3 The aforementioned tithe records, from the mid C19th, register the majority owners of the 

land (divided into a series of enclosed fields) as the ‘Trustees of Goosnargh Hospital’ (see 

figures 2-4). It is presumed this reference in fact relates to the former Bushell’s Hospital, 

located on the north side of Mill Lane, which is a building dating from the early C18th with 

a datestone of 1722. The building, now grade II* listed, originated as a house but was 

converted to a hospital, as explained in the following passage from “A History of the 

County of Lancaster: Volume 7” (Victoria County History, London, 1912)iv. 

2.4 “The principal charity is the Hospital founded by William Bushell's will, 1735. He devised 

almost all his estate to trustees for maintaining 'decayed gentlemen or gentlewomen or 

persons of the better rank of both or either sex, inhabitants of the towns or townships o f 

Preston, Euxton, Goosnargh, Whittingham, Fulwood and Elston . . . being Protestants, in a 

house or hospital to be provided in Goosnargh, where he then resided, at or near the 

dwelling-house of his late father.' William Bushell died in the same year, and the trust 

became effective ten years later when his daughter Elizabeth died. In 1824 there were 

thirteen persons in the hospital; each had a separate room, but they dined together, and 

one of them read prayers to the rest; they were supplied with clothing, and each received 

10s. a quarter for pocket money. They were all advanced in life, of the class designated by 

the founder, members of the Church of England and required to attend the services in the 

church at Goosnargh, wherein the trustees had built a special gallery for them. The 

income at that time was £855 and the expenditure considerably less. The Hospital is an 

18th-century building of stone, in a simple and dignified classical style. 

Owing to the growth of Preston, in which much of the property lay and lies, the income 

greatly increased during last century, and the charity is now governed by a scheme 

enforced by the Charity Commissioners in 1895. The house has been considerably 

enlarged, and the number of inmates is fixed at twenty-four; they are to have the 

qualifications fixed by the founder, with a slight relaxation in favour of the lower class of 

people. Married couples may be received. The immediate charge of them is entrusted to a 

salaried manager and matron, assisted by servants and a trained nurse. 'The life of the 

inmates resembles that of residents en pension at an hotel: they do not even assist in 

tending the flower garden and they are not permitted to follow any occupation. They have 

books from Mudie's as well as a permanent library, and are well supplied with 

newspapers. The diet is ample. . . . An inmate dying is buried at the cost of the charity.' 

There is power to appoint out-pensioners. The income is about £3,300, and the ordinary 

expenditure somewhat less.” 

2.5 Bushell’s Hospital is now a residential care home and no longer retains any land ownership 
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on the proposals site. In addition to the main building, the front boundary wall with gate 

piers are separately listed (grade II), being original (and extended) features of the 

Baroque inspired property. An obelisk in the garden to the west side of the building, 

erected in the mid C19th in memory of the Hospital’s founder Wm Bushell, is also grade II 

listed. 

2.6 Immediately north west of the Hospital lies the Church of St Mary (grade II*), which is 

believed to date from the late medieval period with later alterations and remodelling. West 

of the Church lies Goosnargh School (grade II), dated 1839, and south west of the 

Church, sitting on either side of the convergence of Church Lane, Goosnargh Lane and Mill 

Lane, are The Grapes Inn (grade II) and the former Bushell’s Arms (grade II). These date 

from the late C18th and early C19th respectively. 

2.7 Whereas the village is commonly referred to as Goosnargh, the land and buildings south 

of Mill Lane and Goosnargh Lane lie in the Parish of Whittingham, whereas land to the 

north lies in the Parish of Goosnargh with Newsham. Accordingly, the majority of the 

village of Goosnargh lies within the Parish of Whittingham, with the Parish of Goosnargh 

with Newsham containing large expanses of farmland and several outlying hamlets to the 

north. 

2.8 Up until the mid C19th, the village of Goosnargh comprised only a small collection of 

buildings in addition to those already described, including some scattered outlying farms 

and a small number houses and cottages lining Church Lane. The second half the C19th 

brought considerable changes and gradual growth, with the opening of Whittingham 

Hospital in 1873. This facility, which grew to become the largest mental hospital in Britain, 

stimulated the building of new dwellings for workers around its perimeter, particularly on 

Cumeragh Lane and Whittingham Lane.  

2.9 During the inter-war years the village of Goosnargh witnessed a further period of growth 

with new semi-detached dwellings built on Church Lane, Whittingham Lane and 

Goosnargh Lane. Then, in the 1960s and 1970s, a large new housing estate was built on 

farmland west of Church Lane and north of Whittingham Lane, thus establishing a new 

residential heart to the village. This later C20th development also radically altered the 

dominant character of Goosnargh, with the main central residential area of the village now 

resembling a suburban estate. 

2.10 Historic mapping shown in figures 5-9 below illustrate growth and change through the 

C19t and C20th.    
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Figure 2) Goosnargh with Newsham tithe map 1848 (ref: IR 29/18/135)  

 

Figure 3) Whittingham tithe map 1848 (ref: IR 29/18/334) which adjoins the map in figure 2. 
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Figure 4) Extract of Whittingham tithe catalogue (1849) listing the Trustees of Goosnargh Hospital 

as partial landowners of the proposals site at that time 

 

Figure 5) OS map of 1847 
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Figure 6) OS map of 1895 

 

Figure 7) OS map of 1912 
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Figure 8) OS map of 1940 

 

Figure 9) 1970s OS map showing growth of the village west of Church Lane in the post War era. 
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Heritage Asset Designations 

2.11 The site lies in the vicinity of several designated (listed buildings) and several non-

designated (locally listed buildings) heritage assets. The position of these is indicated on 

the map in figure 9 below.  

 

Figure 10) Map of nearby listed buildings (annotated with blue triangle - excluding sundial, obelisk 

and cross) and locally listed buildings (shaded blue) 

 

2.12 The designated heritage assets of most relevance to this case, owing to their location, are 

the former Bushell’s Hospital (grade II*) and associated boundary wall and gate piers 

(grade II). The listing descriptions for these are given below, together with the listings for 

the other nearby listed buildings. 
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2.13 SD 53 NE GOOSNARGH LANE 

5/52 Bushell's Hospital 

25.7.1952 II* GV 

Large house, dated 1722 on downspouts, converted to use as hospital c.1745, enlarged 

c.1822 and 1841, altered in late C19. Ashlar, hipped slate roof with ridge chimneys. Nine 

bays, plus 2-bay receding wings at both ends, with additions to the rear of these. Three 

storeys, in subdued Baroque style, now symmetrical; string courses on 2 levels, rusticated 

quoins, panelled parapets to the centre and the wings; the main range of 9 bays (probably 

the original house) has a 5-bay centre breaking forwards, the parapet bearing twin 

pediments containing cartouches (these pediments added after 1871, replacing 6 urn 

finials), a large central doorway with moulded surround flanked by engaged Ionic columns 

with entablatures supporting an open segmental pediment containing a cartouche with 

coat of arms; and sashed windows with moulded architraves; between the outer pairs of 

windows are decorated rainwater heads and downspouts secured by brackets, the topmost 

of which are lettered "1722"; the flanking bays and the wings have matching windows 

except for added bay windows at ground floor between the centre and the wings (the right  

wing was added after 1871). The left return wall of 3 bays has a centre bay breaking 

forwards slightly, a doorway in this with eared architrave and pedimented Ionic surround, 

the window above this also with an eared architrave and a moulded sill and cornice; 

otherwise the details match those at the front. Right return wall is similar, but has a 

glazed porch. C19 extensions continue to the rear of both wings. Interior is of less 

interest. History: Dr. William Bushell (probably a descendant of Seth Bushell of Preston, a 

prosperous woollen draper), vicar of Heysham, died 1735, provided by his will that if his 

daughter (Elizabeth, 1727-45) died before the age of 21 without issue, the whole of his 

estate should be devoted to the founding of a hospital at Goosnargh, at or near the 

dwelling house of his late father, for "maintaining, supporting or providing for decayed 

gentlemen or gentlewomen, or persons of the better rank ... of the towns or townships of 

Preston, Euxton, Goosnargh, Whittingham, Fulwood and Elston, being Protestants ...". 

References: VCH Lancs; Fishwick Goosnargh pp. 121-8; Hewitson History of Preston 

(1882) pp. 542-3. 
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Figure 11) Bushell’s Hospital 

 

2.14 SD 53 NE GOOSNARGH GOOSNARGH LANE 

5/53 Boundary wall on west and south sides of grounds of Bushell's Hospital, including 3 

sets of gate piers and gates 11.11.1966 GV II 

Boundary wall with gatepiers, C18, probably extended in C19. Squared sandstone with 

dressed coping, ashlar piers, cast iron gates. Wall c. one metre high has chamfered coping 

with remains of former iron railings; in line with the front door of Bushell's Hospital are 

square gatepiers of rusticated ashlar c.3 metres high, with moulded caps surmounted by 

urns; in line with each end of the 9-bay facade of the original house is a similar but 

smaller pier with a moulded pyramidal top instead of an urn; and the corner and side 

gates have piers which match these. Ramped double gates to the front and the corner, 

single gate at the west side, all of spear-headed railings. 

 

2.15 SD 53 SE GOOSNARGH GOOSNARGH LANE 

5/48 Church of St. Mary 11.11.1966 GV II*  

Church, late medieval, altered or enlarged in late C16, restored 1868-9 and 1895. Mostly 

large sandstone rubble, slate roof (1868-9) with a 2 dormers on south and 3 on north 

side. West tower, nave with full-height north and south aisles, chancel. Three-stage tower, 

with full-height south-east stair turret and diagonal 6-stage west buttresses, has on west 

side a round-headed chamfered doorway with hoodmould, a 3-light window with 

Perpendicular tracery; on west and south sides diamond-shaped clock faces; and on all 

sides 3-light louvred belfry windows with Perpendicular tracery, and an embattled parapet. 
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Low buttressed south aisle of 4 bays, probably late C16, has a gabled porch to the 1st 

bay, and a recessed square-headed window of 2 round-headed lights with hollow 

spandrels in each of the other 3 bays; north aisle is late medieval, and has a blocked 

doorway to the lst bay and 3 windows, all of 2 lights but  otherwise differing: the first 2 

have cinquefoil lights, the other has pointed lights of C14 type; and at the east end of this 

aisle is a flush window of 3 round-headed lights (the chancel wall adjoining has a similar 

2-light window). The chancel has a recessed 5-light east window with a transom at the 

springing and the lights round-headed above and below this; on the south side a priest 

door, a segmental-headed window to the right with a central cinquefoil and flanking trefoil 

headed lights, and a 2-light window to the left like those in the south aisle. Interior: north 

arcade of 6 pointed arches of 2 chamfered orders carried on octagonal piers and responds 

with plain moulded capitals and bases, south arcade similar but only 5 arches; roof of 

roughly-hewn ties and principals with angle struts and arch-braced collars, except the 

truss at the junction with the chancel which has a crown post and decorative framing; 

chancel roof of roll-moulded beams supported by short wallposts on corbels; at east end 

of north aisle a wooden screen to the Middleton Chapel, with turned balusters in the upper 

part and a door in the west side, the top rail carved and lettered on the west side "TR 

1721" and on the south side "AR 1622" (Thomas and Alexander Rigby); within this 

enclosure an elaborately carved C15 tombstone; in tower arch another wooden screen 

with turned balusters on the top, and a central door lettered "RC IL II JW 1678" (formerly 

part of rood screen). References: VCH Lancs: Fishwick Goosnargh pp. 10-25. A. Hewitson 

Our Country Churches and Chapels Preston 1872, pp. 70-77. 

 

Figure 12) Church of St Mary 
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2.16 SD 53 SE GOOSNARGH GOOSNARGH LANE 

5/51 Goosnargh (Oliverson's) CE School (formerly listed 11.11.1966 as village school) GV 

II  

School, dated 1839 on south gable. Punched ashlar, slate roof. Rectangular plan. Single 

storey; small pinnacles on the apex and ends of coping to both gables; east side has 

moulded doorway offset to the right, 3 large vertical rectangular windows to the left and 

one to the right, all with altered glazing; plain parapet. South gable has a similar but 

larger window with moulded surround, and above this, recessed in a moulded frame, a 

stone tablet lettered: 

ERECTED AT THE EXPENSE OF R. OLIVERSON ESQ OF LONDON AND FORMERLY OF THIS 

PARISH MDCCCXXXIX 

 

2.17 SD 53 NE GOOSNARGH GOOSNARGH LANE 

5/55 The Grapes Inn 11.11.1966 GV II 

Public house, probably late C18 and early C19, altered. Stuccoed stone with quoins, slate 

roof on 2 slightly different levels. Double depth plan, probably in 3 builds, of 1,2 and 2 

bays, successively stepped forward slightly. Coupled chimneys on ridge at first junction; 2 

behind the ridge and one at the gable of the 3rd unit. Two storeys; entrance door under 

gabled wooden porch on the right of the middle unit, a horizontal window with a label to 

the left, 2 square windows above, all with altered glazing. The set -back single bay to the 

left has a door at the left corner and a vertical rectangular window on each floor (also with 

altered glazing); the 3rd unit, to the right of the door, has a large tr iple sash and a 

vertical rectangular window at ground floor, both with labels, and 2 sashed windows 

without glazing bars at 1st floor. Interior of less interest. 

 

Figure 13) The Grapes Inn 
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2.18 SD 53 NE WHITTINGHAM GOOSNARGH LANE 

5/113 Bushell’s Arms 11.11.1966 GV II 

Public house, early C19. Sandstone rubble with quoins, the front stuccoed and the side 

roughcast; slate roof with moulded stone eaves cornice. L-plan; 2 storeys; symmetrical 3-

bay main range has central doorway with pilaster jambs and elliptical fanlight with 

radiating glazing bars, two 16-pane sashed windows at ground floor and 3 above, all with 

plain surrounds; and a gable chimney. Projecting gabled wing to left has 2 similar 

windows at ground floor, a painted coat of arms above and a gable chimney. Left ret urn 

wall has a large coupled window on each floor. Interior altered. Item is in Goosnargh 

Village, and has group value with Church of St. Mary and Bushell’s Hospital (Goosnargh 

CP), q.v. 

 

Figure 14) The Bushell’s Arms (former) 

2.19 A recently approved ‘local list’ of non-designated heritage assets is held by Preston City 

Council: the nearby entries on it are given below. They are essentially those dwellings on 

Church Lane that predate 1900. 

 LLA 76 Makinson Row, C17th Terraced cottages, 56, 58, 64 and 66 Church Lane 

 LLA 77 Stone cottage (former post office) 24 Church Lane 

 LLA 78 Holly Cottage, period house (next to former post office), 26 Church Lane  

 LLA 79 Goosnargh Village Football Club (timber framed), Church Lane 

 LLA 80 Three adjoined stone built houses, 68, 70 and 72 Church Lane 

 LLA 81 Detached Rendered Farm House, 36 Church Lane 
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3 HERITAGE APPRAISAL 

Introduction 

3.1 The following appraisal adheres to guidance originally published by English Heritage 

(2008)v and relates specifically to the requirement contained in paragraph 189 of the 

National Planning Policy Framework (2018), given in extract below: 

3.2 “In determining applications, local planning authorities should require an applicant to 

describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution made 

by their setting. The level of detail should be proportionate to the assets’ importance and 

no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of the proposal on their 

significance. As a minimum the relevant historic environment record should have been 

consulted and the heritage assets assessed using appropriate expertise where necessary.” 

3.3 The appraisal begins by identifying and assessing any heritage values that might be 

affected by the proposals, before evaluating these values and expressing them concisely 

within a ‘Statement of Significance’. The essential purpose of this Statement is to set 

priorities for conservation of significance and enable an objective assessment on the likely 

impact of the proposals. 

3.4 In this case the relevant issue is one of setting, moreover how the proposals site might 

contribute to the setting of the heritage assets in a manner that simultaneously 

contributes to their significance. This is the specific focus of the following appraisal of 

heritage values, which considers issues such as inter-visibility, shared views of the assets 

and the site, planned views and historical relationships. Whereas inter-visibility is not 

always a necessary factor when assessing contributions made by setting, in this case it is 

deemed to be the primary issue of concern.   

3.5 An initial site assessment, where the intervisibility of buildings and spaces was considered, 

confirmed that the following heritage assets, ranked in order of importance and relevance, 

are deemed particularly pertinent to the case: 

 The former Bushell’s Hospital (II*) and associated boundary wall etc (II) 

 The Bushell’s Arms (II) 

 The locally listed buildings on the west side of Church Lane (see 2.17 earlier) 

3.6 This evaluation does not discount the significance of the Church, Grapes Inn and School as 

designated heritage assets, but it does acknowledge that the risk of harm to these assets 

is negligible when compared to the potential risk of harm, for example, to the grade II* 

Bushell’s Hospital. 
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Heritage Values 

3.7 The heritage values explored below are distilled under the following headings: evidential 

value; historic value; communal value; aesthetic valuevi. The exploration focusses 

specifically on those values deemed of relevance to the proposals, and is therefore not an 

exhaustive assessment of the relevant heritage assets. 

Evidential Value 

3.8 Historic England (2008) suggests that “Evidential value derives from the potential of a 

place to yield evidence about past human activity”.  

3.9 The Bushell’s Hospital retains altered evidence of a grand early C18th residence that was 

converted into hospital very shortly after being built. The physical fabric of the building 

holds very potent evidential value, which is complimented by surrounding hard and soft 

landscaping features such as the grade II listed boundary wall and obelisk. These features 

establish the evidential value of the building’s setting, as does the neighbouring Church of 

St Mary, which doubtless provided a high status and important backdrop when selecting 

the site of the original dwelling. 

3.10 The Bushell’s Arms retains altered and extended evidence of an early C19th public house, 

which has recently been converted to domestic use. The evidential value of the building 

primarily lies in the authenticity of its original facades. The contribution made by the 

building’s setting to its evidential value relates primarily to the roadside frontage and the 

juxtaposition of the Bushell’s Hospital and St Marys Church. Indeed, the spatial 

relationship of the building with its listed neighbours is highlighted within the building’s 

listing description, where ‘group value’ is defined as a reason for listing.  

3.11 The locally listed buildings lining the east side of Church Lane are mainly dwellings of 

varying size and status that date from the late C17th (Makinson Row) to the C19th. These 

possess varying degrees of evidential value, however all show some signs of alteration, 

with Makinson Row appearing to have been rebuilt in parts. The evidential value of the 

locally listed houses is therefore limited, however they do at least preserve some evidence 

of Goosnargh’s older domestic dwelling houses. 

3.12 In addition to the locally listed houses there is the former changing room hut of 

Goosnargh Village FC. This timber framed and clad structure appears to be in a dilapidated 

condition and first features on OS mapping in the 1930s where it is referred to as a ‘bank’. 

Owing to its age, apparent prior conversion and the structure’s very poor condition, it is 

unlikely to retain any notable evidential value.   

3.13 The proposals site has, at least for several hundred years, been used as farmland. Herein 

it possesses a degree of evidential value in its own right. Otherwise, t ithe records show 
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that the fields were formerly under the ownership of the Trustees of the Hospital, 

therefore the land does provide some tangible evidence of past interests relating to the 

grade II* listed building. Herein there is a modicum of evidential value, however this does 

not make any appreciable contribution to the significance of the Hospital, nor does the site 

contribute in any appreciable manner to the evidential values of any of the other nearby 

heritage assets. 

Historical Value 

3.14 Historic England (2008) suggests that - “Historical value derives from the ways in which 

past people, events and aspects of life can be connected through a place to the present. It  

tends to be illustrative or associative”.  

3.15 The Bushell’s Hospital holds associative historic value through its connections with William 

Bushell, whose benevolence created the establishment in the early C18th. The building 

also holds illustrative historic value, derived from its historic use and the manner in which 

it conveys a fascinating aspect of social history. 

3.16 The Bushell’s Arms has associative connections with the Bushell’s Hospital and herein lies 

a degree of associative historic value. Now a domestic residence, the illustrative historic 

value of the building stemming from its former use has been somewhat eroded. 

3.17 The locally listed buildings on Church Lane hold illustrative historic value through the 

manner in which they convey a sense of the village’s social and domestic history. This 

includes the Goosnargh Village FC hut, albeit the apparent original use of the hut (as a 

bank) and subsequent conversion mean it’s authentic illustrative and associative value is 

comparatively low. 

3.18 The proposals site holds its own illustrative historic value as an area of farmland that has 

for many years contributed to the farming traditions of the village and local area. This 

value is, however, common to most farmland, therefore lacks any special rarity. The 

connections to the Bushell’s Hospital are of some interest and establish a degree of 

associative historic value, but otherwise the site does not make an appreciable 

contribution to the historical values of the various heritage assets’ settings.   

Communal Value 

3.19 Historic England (2008) suggests that: “Communal value derives from the meanings of a 

place for the people who relate to it, or for whom it figures in their collective experience or 

memory”.  

3.20 The Bushell’s Hospital plays an important role in defining the social history of the village. 

It also has great visual prominence and possesses a landmark character. Herein the 
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building possesses notable communal heritage value. 

3.21 Owing to its visual prominence and former function, the Bushell’s Arms possesses a 

degree communal heritage value, which has been eroded by its recent conversion.  

3.22 The locally listed buildings on Church Lane are historic features of the village. Makinson’s 

Row is a particularly characterful and historic collection of cottages, which doubtless 

possess a degree of communal heritage value owing to their age. Although a part of 

community history, the former football club (and bank) hut has fallen into a poor state of 

repair and is suggestive of it holding very limited communal heritage value. 

3.23 The proposals site has no appreciable communal heritage value, nor does it contribute to 

the communal values of the neighbouring heritage assets by way of setting.  

Aesthetic Value 

3.24 Historic England (2008) suggests that: “Aesthetic value derives from the ways in which 

people draw sensory and intellectual stimulation from a place”.  

3.25 The Bushell’s Hospital is an impressive example of neo-classical domestic architecture with 

subtle Baroque influences. The primary facade of the building is that facing Mill Lane to 

the south, with the western façade also possessing an attractive and well-ordered 

composition. Views of the building from the south are enhanced by mature trees and 

shrubs together with the grade II listed boundary wall and gate piers that define the 

immediate setting of the building. The Hospital building and its immediate setting also 

feature in impressive shared views with St Mary’s Church from the south west (figure 15).  

3.26 In terms of initial intent, it seems likely the building was orientated at a slight angle to the 

road to compliment the Church and provide an impressive vista from the south-westerly 

approach. This view remains, albeit the visual intrusion of modern road signage now 

imparts a negative impact (see figure 17). A further benefit of the building’s orientation is 

the view of the Church from the windows and lawn on the building’s western side, and 

also the southerly views towards the village from the windows of the main façade. In 

regard to the latter, it must be acknowledged that views towards the village have changed 

dramatically since the Hospital was built, through the growth of the village during the 

C19th and C20th. This growth included the large and modern agricultural development of 

Bushell’s House Farm, which is aligned directly to the southern elevation of the Hospital 

and forms a notable negative element of outward views from the listing building’s main 

frontage.  

3.27 Whereas the aforementioned southerly views from the Bushell’s Hospital also incorporate 

the farmland of the proposals site, with the backdrop of housing lining Church Lane and 

Whittingham Lane, it must be remembered that when first conceived, aside from the 
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adjacent Church, the property was almost entirely surrounded by gently undulating 

farmland. Accordingly, farmland formed the predominant character of most views out from 

the building, and the only notable landscape view of particular merit  from the Hospital, 

and one that doubtless had some contributory impact on the orientation of the building, is 

the view looking northwards directly towards Beacon Fell.  

3.28 In these joint regards, and to summarise, it seems apparent that, notwithstanding the 

notable views of the Church, the village and Beacon Fell, the primary driver behind the 

design and orientation of the building was the desire for its architectural prowess to 

impress the visitor and the onlooker on approach from the south west . 

3.29 Aside from the intended primary views towards the building from the south west, 

impressive views of the Bushell’s Hospital can also be experienced from within the 

proposals site. As one retreats southwards, these views become somewhat impeded by 

trees and the visual impact of the large agricultural buildings of Bushell House Farm, but 

from within the most northerly field enclosure there are more complete and striking views 

of the building and adjacent Church tower (see figure 16). 

 

Figure 15) Shared view of St Marys Church and the Bushell’s Hospital from the south west 

 

Figure 16) Views of the Bushell’s Hospital from the proposals site 
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Figure 17) Mill Lane in front of the Bushell’s Hospital with signage clutter 

3.30 With regard to the other heritage assets of relevance, these all possess a degree of visual 

charm and complimentary character which, in all instances, is best enjoyed from views of 

the buildings’ main road facing facades. None of these views include any appreciable 

coverage of the proposals site, with the relevant visual setting of each asset being defined 

by their roadside frontages, gardens and adjacent buildings. This is most particularly 

relevant for the Grapes Inn and Bushell’s Arms, which both benefit from and contribute to 

the impressive ‘group setting’ of the Bushell’s Hospital, St Mary’s Church and Goosnargh 

School. 

Statement of Significance 

3.31 Having assessed the heritage values associated with the site, it is now possible to take a 

more informed approach to the assessment of site significance. This will give specific 

consideration to prioritising conservation, in light of the proposals for change. In this 

context, a statement of significance is given below. 

3.32 Bushell’s House Farm comprises land (the proposal site) and buildings east of Church Lane 

and on the eastern side of Goosnargh village. The Farm is situated near to a number of 

designated and non-designated heritage assets, which are generally located to the north 

and the west. Of greatest importance is a group of designated heritage assets to the 

north, which includes the Bushell’s Hospital and St Mary’s Church (both grade II*) and the 

Grapes Inn and Bushell’s Arms (grade II). Of lesser importance are series of locally listed 

buildings (non-designated heritage assets) that line the east side of Church Lane and date 

from between the late C17th and C19th. 

3.33 An appraisal of heritage values and related significances, that specific ally considers to 

what extent the proposals site might contribute to the significance of the assets by way of 

setting,  has revealed that the designated heritage asset of most relevance, both visually 

and spatially, is the grade II* listed Bushell’s Hospital (and associated grade II boundary 
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wall). Of secondary relevance is the grade II listed Bushell’s Arms, and of least relevance 

are the non-designated heritage assets. This is not to say the other assets such as the 

Church are irrelevant, but more that the proposals site is sufficiently detached, in a visual 

and spatial sense, to render its potential to contribute to significance by way of setting as 

comparatively negligible. 

3.34 With regards to the relevant assets, only the significance of the Bushell’s Hospital (with 

boundary wall) is felt to benefit in any appreciable way from the setting formed by the 

farmland of the proposal site. This is because the site lies opposite and forms views from 

the Hospital, provides vantages points to view the Hospital and has historic links of 

ownership to the former Trustees of the Hospital, as confirmed by mid C19th tithe 

records. Otherwise, and despite their proximity, the Bushell’s Arms and non-designated 

heritage assets on Church Lane hold significances that have no appreciable relationship to 

the site. 

3.35 On the specific matter of the Bushell’s Hospital, an analysis of the building’s design reveals 

that it was probably orientated to benefit from outward views of the Church to the north 

west and Beacon Fell to the north east. Furthermore, its position and orientation were also 

influenced by a primary desire to present very impressive views of the building on 

approach from the south west, along what is now Church Lane. These views, which are 

complimented by the adjacent Church and which allow full enjoyment of the building’s 

neo-classical design as embodied in its principal southern and secondary western facades, 

remain to this day and formulate a striking set piece that is further enhanced by the 

framing presence of the Grapes Inn and Bushell’s Arms. 

3.36 In terms of significance derived from setting, whereas there can be little doubt that the 

proposals site forms an element of the Bushell’s Hospital’s setting due to views and 

historical ownership, neither the views across the site from the building nor those towards 

the building from the site can be reasonably asserted as primary contributors to 

significance. This is because they are largely incidental rather than planned, and with neo-

classical architecture significance associated with views is inherently linked to that which 

was planned and intended. 

3.37 This does not mean the proposals site has no bearing on the significance of the Hospital, 

more that there a degree of flexibility exists with regards to future conservation. In this 

regard it must be reasonably accepted that the site could accept new development, of a 

kind that is carefully planned, without causing any appreciable harm to the significant 

setting of the listed Hospital (etc). Herein planning is the crucial matter, and in this regard 

it would appear reasonable to suggest that the further any new development is away from 

the Hospital the lesser the risk of harm. In this specific regard, the following plan provides 
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a basis by which development of the site may be planned, so as to ensure the 

significances of the listed building are duly and appropriately conserved. 

 

Figure 18) Overall site analysis showing the northern site boundary (edged red) and the zone within 

which development should be focussed (edged yellow) to avoid harming the s ignificant setting of 

the Bushell’s Hospital (as determined by views) 
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4 ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSALS 

General Principles 

4.1 General guidance on assessing proposed changes to heritage assets is given in chapter 16 

of the National Planning Policy Framework (2018). The NPPF establishes the premise that 

conserving significance should be a guiding principle when developing proposals for any 

new scheme. In order to do this, it is first necessary to conduct an appraisal of heritage 

values and identify the significance(s) of heritage assets before commencing with design 

work. Part 3 of this appraisal fulfils this need, and the findings of part 3 have informed the 

development of the proposals. There follows, here in section 4, an objective review of the 

finalised scheme to verify to what extent conservation of significance has either been 

secured or compromised.  

Summary of the Proposals 

4.2 The outline proposals involve a new housing development with associated hard and soft 

landscaping features. A new site access road will be formed off Mill Lane to the north. This 

will head southwards, skirting the boundary of Bushell’s House Farm and arriving at 

housing concentrated on the southern and eastern parts of the site. The northern and 

north western parts of the site are retained as open land (with some landscaping) with a 

new community car park and smaller access road off Church Lane to the west, requiring 

removal of the football club hut. The housing is retained within the theoretical boundary 

shown in figure 19, thereby ensuring its impact on significance is appropriately managed. 

The field immediately opposite the Bushell’s Hospital now lies outside the site boundary, 

as suggested and requested at the pre-application consultation stage.  

4.3 The housing to the north of the site comprises two terraced rows lying south of a new 

hedgerow. The principal facades of these rows face the Bushell’s Hospital. The rows will be 

visible from the Hospital and represent the primary change to the southerly views from 

the Hospital towards the site. Owing to their importance (i.e. in terms of defining views), 

the intention is for the blocks to be built of high quality materials, with coursed stone 

walling and slate roofing, composed in a manner that respects and subtly reflects the 

formality of the Hospital’s southern facade. The inspiration for this design approach is the 

almshouse tradition, with the houses in question being both affordable and architecturally 

impressive. 

4.4 Views towards the site from the Hospital will therefore comprises a considerable belt of 

retained farmland (150m approx.) beyond which will lie the two terraced rows. The tree-

lined site entry road, skirting the western site boundary, will also be visible.  Whereas the 

finalised design of the terraced rows has not been completed, some inspiration may be 
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drawn from historic almshouses elsewhere in Lancashire (and further afield). These vary 

greatly in scale and complexity, but all possess a strong and formalised character that is 

in part defined by the use of local vernacular materials. Examples are shown below in 

figures 19-21 and the proposed masterplan for the housing scheme is shown in figure 22. 

 

Figure 19) Waddington Almshouses (formerly Waddington Hospital) 

 

Figure 20) Hurst Green – Shireburn Cottages 

 

Figure 21) Croston Almshouses 
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Figure 22) Proposed masterplan 

Analysis of the Proposals: National Planning Policy Framework 

4.5 As discussed earlier, chapter 16 (Conserving and enhancing the historic environment) of 

the NPPF (2018) considers heritage planning and identifies the following key drivers in the 

decision making process: 

 the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets and 

putting them to viable uses consistent with their conservation; 

 the wider social, cultural, economic and environmental benefits that  conservation of the 

historic environment can bring; 

 the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local character and 

distinctiveness; and 
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 opportunities to draw on the contribution made by the historic  environment to the 

character of a place. 

4.6 The NPPF unifies the overall approach to planning, in order to ensure that deliberations 

over decisions relating to heritage assets are made in the full planning context. Securing 

sustainable development is the primary driver of the NPPF: in the heritage context this 

relies on maintaining active use (long term) in a manner that seeks to limit potential harm 

to significance. The specific issue of impact on significance is addressed in paragraphs 193 

and 194 of the NPPF as shown below. 

4.7 “When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a 

designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation (and 

the more important the asset, the greater the weight should be). This is irrespective of 

whether any potential harm amounts to substant ial harm, total loss or less than 

substantial harm to its significance.” (NPPF, para. 193) 

4.8 “Any harm to, or loss of, the significance of a designated heritage asset (from its 

alteration or destruction, or from development within its setting), should require clear and 

convincing justification.” (NPPF, para. 194) 

4.9 In this particular case, very careful analysis of heritage assets in the vicinity of the 

proposals site has been carried out and the findings of the analysis have informed the 

finalised design (for example, see figure 19), the specific intent being to avoid harming 

significance. It is therefore self-evident that the scheme has been designed to avoid 

causing harm to significance, which is of relevance to both the designated and non-

designated heritage assets in the vicinity. Of particular note in this regard is the proposed 

removal of the former Goosnargh Village FC club hut (to facilitate the new road in from 

Church Lane), which acknowledges that, whereas the hut is locally listed, owing to its age, 

condition and prior conversion, it retains little if any heritage value and its loss would 

represented very minimal to negligible harm.  

4.10 Since the proposals do not physically alter any heritage assets other than the 

aforementioned hut, the issue of concern, as stated earlier, is whether the changes 

brought about by the new housing development would alter the setting of any heritage 

assets in a manner that, in turn, could harm their significance. In this regard, the asset 

deemed of particular relevance is the Bushell’s Hospital, owing to its positional relationship 

to the site and the affect the proposals will have on southerly views from the listed 

building. This is not to say that the other designated and non-designated heritage assets 

in the vicinity are irrelevant; more that there would appear negligible risk of harming any 

significance related to the setting of these assets, as more fully explained earlier in section 

3 of this heritage statement. 
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4.11 Issues of setting and significance are discussed within Historic England’s “Historic 

Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning Note 3: The Setting of Heritage Assets” (or 

GPA 3)vii. The guidance document offers explanatory narrative on how setting might 

contribute to significance, mindful that setting is not in itself a designation and not all 

elements of a building’s setting contribute to its significance. A staged approach is 

recommended by Historic England to help manage and assess impacts of new 

development on the setting of heritage assets. This comprises a series of steps, which are 

outlined and discussed in the context of the proposals below. 

4.12 Step 1: Identify which heritage assets and their settings are affected - Parts 2 and 3 of 

this heritage statement satisfactorily identify the assets of relevance. 

4.13 Step 2: Assess the degree to which these settings and views make a contribution to the 

significance of the heritage asset(s) or allow significance to be appreciated – Part 3 of this 

heritage statement evaluates the significances of the relevant heritage assets and the 

contribution made to significance by setting. 

4.14 Step 3: Assess the effects of the proposed development, whether beneficial or harmful, on 

the significance or on the ability to appreciate it  – The statement of significance in part 3 

of this heritage statement establishes priorities for conservation, most specifically related 

to the Bushell’s Hospital. The proposed schemes adheres to the recommendations 

contained within the statement of significance and a great deal of effort has been directed 

into ensuring the design of the new housing development conserves and enhances views 

from the Hospital. This is achieved through retaining farmland to the north of the site, 

positioning the access road from Mill Lane along an existing boundary and designing the 

visible housing on the northern periphery of the development  (approximately 150m from 

the listed building) in a manner that presents an attractive, distant outlook. There is no 

doubt that views from the Hospital will change, but this change should be a positive one, 

with the scheme retaining a considerable belt of open land between the listed building and 

the construction of new housing that is attractive in appearance. 

4.15 Step 4: Explore ways to maximise enhancement and avoid or minimise harm – As 

previously discussed, from the outset the approach taken by the design team has been a 

proactive one in terms of conserving significance. Indeed the significance of heritage 

assets has informed the design and the scheme clearly responds to the context of the site 

in a positive and creative manner. 

General Discussion 

4.16 The key issue for consideration in this case is whether the significances of the various 

heritage assets, and most specifically the Bushell’s Hospital, will be in any way reduced by 
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the proposed housing development. This is mindful that all of the heritage assets in the 

vicinity exist in a village that saw dramatic changes throughout the C20th, with the small 

and sparsely populated settlement of Goosnargh, centred around The Grapes, The 

Bushell’s Arms, Church, School and Hospital, growing to become a village of considerable 

size with a central core of pre and post WWII housing to the south and west of the historic 

village centre. The character of the village was thus radically altered in the C20th, and 

with it the spatial context and setting of the heritage assets (see figure 23 below). This 

being said, the historic core of the village remains readily interpretable, with the north 

eastern part of Goosnargh retaining a strong sense of its historic origins and architectural 

interest, amidst an attractive semi-rural setting. 

 

Figure 23) Typical housing within the centre of Goosnargh 

4.17 The proposed development will not alter the immediate setting around the historic village 

core and the new housing will lie immediately adjacent to the major housing development 

of the C20th. The village will therefore expand, but this expansion will come no closer 

than previous C20th expansion and will have no direct or appreciable impact upon views 

of the historic core. As previously discussed, views out from the Bushell’s Hospital will of 

course change. In this regard it is also of direct relevance to state that when first built the 

Hospital (originally a house) was almost entirely surrounded by farmland with a primary 

formal setting defined by features such as the railings to the south and gardens to the 

north and west. The proposals site was not therefore an element of this primary setting 

and views over farmland in all directions were incidental to the selection of the site rather 
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than an intended enhancing feature. 

4.18 The care taken in the design of the scheme includes detailed consideration of how the 

appearance and quality of the new housing might have wider impacts, particularly upon 

the setting of the Bushell’s Hospital. In many circumstances such attent ion to detail is 

lacking in new housing developments, therefore it is both refreshing and comforting to 

witness the emergence of a masterplan that responds to context in a manner that places 

conservation as a top priority. By respecting the immediate space around the Hospital, 

preserving a belt of open land and ensuring visible housing is of sympathetic design 

quality which holds some links to the benevolent aspirations of William Bushell, the 

scheme delivers a successful and sensitive integration of new housing into an established 

village of varied character. Accordingly, it is considered highly unlikely that the scheme 

will cause any negative impact or harm to the significance of nearby heritage assets.  
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5 SUMMARY & CONCLUSION 

5.1 This heritage statement assesses the likely impact of a new housing development on land 

to the east of Church Lane, Goosnargh, upon the significances of various nearby heritage 

assets. Of particular relevance in this regard is the grade II* former Bushell’s Hospital, the 

impressive neo-classical façade of which overlooks the proposals site. 

5.2 The author of the heritage statement has worked very closely with the design team 

throughout the development of the scheme. The first step of the process was to identify 

which assets might, in theory, be affected and how the site might contribute to their 

significance by way of setting. This collaborative approach ensured that the design 

evolved with conservation of significance as a top priority, and that the setting of the 

Bushell’s Hospital was given due respect. Accordingly, the finalised design of the scheme 

(outline stage) ensures that no important or significant views of the heritage asset will be 

affected, and those views out from the asset will encompass a large retained belt of open 

land beyond which will lie two terraced rows of dwellings with formal and impressive 

architectural quality, which echo the almshouse tradition and both defer to and reflect 

something of the architectural formality of the Hospital’s facade. Herein, whereas 

southerly views out from the Hospital will change, the change will not be a harmful one. 

5.3 Otherwise, potential impact on other designated and non-designated heritage assets has 

been assessed, with the only notable impact being the proposed removal of the 

dilapidated former Goosnargh Village FC club hut (previously a bank), which is locally 

listed. Owing to the recent age (after WWI), condition and past conversion of this building, 

its loss is seen as imparting very minor to negligible harm. 

5.4 In conclusion, the overall findings of the heritage statement are that the proposed housing 

development will not cause any appreciable harm to the significance of nearby heritage 

assets by changing their setting. This is because of the sensitive approach to design and 

the spatial relationship and juxtaposition(s) of the site to the assets. Accordingly, at this 

outline stage the proposals would appear to satisfy relevant heritage planning policy and 

law as it applies to conserving the significance of heritage assets as it relates to their 

setting. 
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